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Abstract: Despite the importance of the biodegradability of lignocellulose biomass, few studies have
evaluated the lignocellulose biomass digestion kinetics and modeling of the process. Anaerobic
digestion (AD) is a mature energy production technique in which lignocellulose biomass is converted
into biogas. However, using different organic waste fractions in AD plants is challenging. In this
study, lignocellulose biomass (corn stover hydrochar) obtained from hydrothermal carbonization at a
temperature, residential time, and biomass/water ratio of 215 ◦C, 45 min, and 0.115, respectively,
was added to the bioreactor as a substrate inoculated with food waste and cow dung to generate
biogas. A state–space AD model containing one algebraic equation and two differential equations
was constructed. All the parameters used in the model were dependent on the AD process conditions.
An adaptive identifier system was developed to automatically estimate parameter values from input
and output data. This made it possible to operate the system under different conditions. Daily
cumulative biogas production was predicted using the model, and goodness-of-fit analysis indicated
that the predicted biogas production values had accuracies of >90% during both model construction
and validation. Future work will focus on the application of modeling predictive control into an AD
system that would comprise both models and parameters estimation.

Keywords: adaptive identifier; anaerobic digestion; hydrothermal carbonization; state–space model;
control signal; biorefinery system

1. Introduction

As the consumption of energy increases globally, fossil fuel resources decrease from
overexploitation and are likely to become scarce or exhausted in future generations, there-
fore, developing renewable energy and alternative fuels is a promising solution to this
situation [1,2]. The emissions of carbon and pollutants from the burning of fossil fuel over
the years have had a great impact on the environment [3]. To reduce the overdependence
on fossil fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, exploitation of renewable energy re-
sources like wind and solar power systems is required [4]. Environmental conditions affect
the amount of renewable energy produced by wind and solar power systems, which are
currently the main systems generating renewable energy around the world [5,6]. These
systems are referred to as variable renewable resources. To increase the supply of renewable
energy, which is the key factor in the attainment of sustainable development goals, using
lignocellulose biomass, which is not affected by environmental change, as a renewable and
sustainable resource is necessary [5]. The production of lignocellulosic biomass is estimated
to be 200 billion tons annually. Improper management of these lignocellulose biomass
resources can pollute the environment [7–9]. The conversion of lignocellulose biomass into
biogas is a potential alternative for green energy to meet world demand and ensure an
adequate future supply of clean energy and fuel [10,11]. A system in which energy is gen-
erated from lignocellulose biomass would be robust and could compensate for fluctuations
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in the outputs of other renewable energy resources. AD can be applied to convert ligno-
cellulose biomass to biogas, and it is also an important technique because it concurrently
recovers energy and treats waste [12,13]. Additionally, the digestate by-product of AD can
be utilized as a soil improver.

The numerical optimization of the AD process has been extensively studied for bioen-
ergy production and wastewater treatment because of its ability to convert energy crops or
organic waste into biogas in the absence of oxygen [14]. The anaerobic transformation of
organic matter is a complex biochemical process involving numerous bacterial populations,
which make the process nonlinear, uncertain, and therefore difficult to predict and simulate.
For this purpose, the design, modeling, and simulation of the AD process have attracted
much attention over the decades. As a basis for modeling and simulating the AD process,
many mathematical models have been established and used to identify ways of decreasing
operating costs and improving process stability. Reference [15] utilized a dynamic model
to improve the process stability of AD by regulating the concentration of volatile fatty acid
and total alkalinity, which are inhibitors of the process. In addition, a feeding management
strategy to compensate for the variation between demand and supply of energy production
was established by [16]. Therefore, AD can be utilized to benefit energy demand and supply
regulations, and the models can facilitate exact prediction of biogas generation and offer
flexibility and robustness under different operating conditions. In terms of practicability, a
model for controlling biological variables such as substrate concentration, bacterial concen-
tration, and product (biogas production) is still being developed [17,18]. This is because
these variables involve living organisms whose behavior is dynamic, nonstationary, and
nonlinear. There is also the lack of a cheap sensor that can efficiently offer reliable online
measurement of the biochemical parameters that is needed to execute high performance
of computer control strategies. It is time-consuming to experimentally ascertain all the
biochemical parameters and constants involved in ADM1 for each operating condition
when a simplified model for the prediction of biogas generation can be devised. Regarding
the practicability at the commercial scale of a biogas plant, a simplified model of biogas pro-
duction and a parametric study of the model constants were established by [14,17,19–23].
The kinetic parameters in these simplified models vary drastically because of the abstract
reaction dynamics, wherein some parameters were obtained from the literature while other
were determined by conducting series of experiments [24], and this makes it difficult to
effectively determine the values of the parameters, which hinders the use of this model
in the control process. Reference [5] established another simplified model for biogas pro-
duction and developed an adaptive identifier system to estimate parameters from data
acquired while a process is being performed. This adaptive identifier system has a control
signal with asymptotic functions of real and equal roots, meaning there is only one tuning
parameter. This makes estimating the parameters, controlling the process, and predicting
biogas production possible. In this study, the asymptotic function of the control signal
was modified to have real and unequal roots, meaning there are two tuning parameters
that make it flexible for adjustment. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there
are limited studies on modeling anaerobic co-digestion of corn stover hydrochar and food
waste for sustainable biogas production.

It is possible to use AD to mitigate variations in the power outputs of other renewable
energy sources because current practice is to run an AD system using the same amount of
waste each day and to keep raw material input consistent. Quickly changing raw material
inputs can excessively affect the fermentation state and cause poor fermentation [25]. An
improved model for predicting biogas production that takes the fermentation state into
account is required. A state–space model can describe an unobserved fermentation state,
including substrate variables (corn stover hydrochar and food waste) and the bacterial
concentration, using data from the biogas analyses. It is important to estimate the variables
used in the model. The aim of this study is to develop a state–space model appropriate for
controlling biogas generation and an adaptive identifier that can automatically estimate the
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key parameters representing the input and output characteristics of the AD process from
experimental data.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Flow during Hydrothermal Carbonization and Anaerobic Digestion

The HTC and AD processes are shown as a flow diagram in Figure 1. The corn stover
hydrochar used in the study was prepared as described in detail by [9]. The food waste
used in the study was collected from a cafeteria at Hokkaido University. The food waste
was ground using a food processor, then small portions were placed in bags and frozen.
To prepare the feedstock, a portion of food waste (which had a high nitrogen content)
was mixed with paper to achieve a C/N ratio of ~40 to decrease inhibition by ammonia,
which can be caused by AD of N-rich feedstock [5,26]. Corn stover hydrochar was then
mixed with the ground food waste at a mass ratio of 2:1. The prepared feedstock was then
placed in a horizontal cylindrical bioreactor (effective volume 0.235 m3), which was kept
at ~52 ◦C and stirred frequently to allow degassing and to ensure that the feedstock was
adequately mixed.

Figure 1. Hydrothermal carbonization and anaerobic digestion flow diagram. Corn stover feedstock
was used to prepare hydrochar in the hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) unit, then the hydrochar
was mixed with food waste and added to the anaerobic digester. Biogas was collected using a gas
trap bag and the digestate from the biorefinery system was disposed of.

The generated biogas was determined hourly using a wet gas meter (W-NKDa-0.5B;
SHINAGAWA, Tokyo, Japan) and recorded using a data logger (Data mini LR 5000; HIOKI,
Tokyo, Japan). Some digestate was collected when the feedstock was added and the
remaining digestate (excluding the returned digestate) was treated as surplus. The volatile
compound and total solid contents of the feedstock were ~35 and ~40%, respectively. The
sludge in the reactor remained at the thermophilic temperature of 52 ◦C. The HTC and
AD processes were therefore classed as dry thermophilic techniques that would minimize
digestate emissions because no water needed to be added.
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2.2. State–Space Model of AD

Some assumptions about the AD process were made to simplify the model develop-
ment. The reactions that converted the input organic components (the substrate) to the
output (biogas) were included in the model. A semi-batch bioreactor was used, and the
sludge was completely mixed. The volume of sludge in the bioreactor was kept constant
at 0.2. The substrate concentration m(t) and bacteria concentration z(t) were the state
variables that characterized fermentation in the bioreactor. The substrate and bacteria
concentrations in the feedstock were treated as manipulated variables uz(t) and um(t),
respectively, and the biogas concentration was treated as the control variable Q(t). The
simplified bioreactor using these variables is shown in Figure 2. The mathematical AD
model was built based on mass balance theory.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the semi-batch-type bioreactor used for anaerobic digestion
(uz(t) = bacterial input (kg/(m3/h)), um(t) = substrate input (kg/(m3/h)), z(t) = bacteria concentra-
tion (kg/m3), m(t) = substrate concentration (kg/m3), and Q(t) = biogas flow rate (m3/h)).

The state equation consisted of two differential equations, one for bacterial growth and
the other for substrate disintegration. A logistic difference equation was used to indicate
bacterial growth because it is an efficient equation used in population biology [21]. The
substrate disintegration equation was used to indicate substrate degradation in line with
bacterial growth. The output equation was used to describe the biogas flow rate caused by
biogas production through substrate decay and bacterial growth [27]. The growth rates
used in these equations were given by a modified Monod equation [28]. The mathematical
model of AD was constructed by concatenating the two differential equations and one
algebraic equation, as shown in Equation (1):

dz(t)
dt (µ(m) − a)z(t)

(
1− z(t)

zmax

)
+ uz(t)

dm(t)
dt = − 1

wµ(m)z(t) + um(t)

y(t) =
(

Lq1
1
wµ(m) + Lq2a

)
vz(t)

(1)

µ(m) = µmax
m(t)

Ks + m(t) + bm2(t)
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In Equation (1), z(t) is the bacteria concentration (kg/m3), m(t) is the substrate concen-
tration (kg/m3), y(t) is the gas generation rate (m3/h), uz(t) is bacterial input (kg/(m3 h),
um(t) is substrate input (kg/(m3 h), µ(m) is the specific growth rate (h−1), a is the autolysis
rate (h−1), zmax is the bacteria-carrying capacity (kg/m3), w is the bacterial cell yield, Lq1
and Lq2 are gas generation coefficients, v is the sludge volume (m3), b is the inhibition
coefficient, Ks is the dissociation constant (kg/m3), and µmax is the maximum specific
growth rate (h−1)

Perturbation theory was applied near the point at which equilibrium was reached
using the nonlinear model by ignoring the second order and higher-order terms after Taylor
expansion of the two-variable functions, as shown in Equations (2) and (5), to give the
linear-time state–space model shown in Equation (6). The method described next was used
to derive Equation (6). First, temporal changes in the state and the output variables of the
AD system were considered using Equation (6).

The method described next was used to derive Equation (6). First, temporal changes
in the state and the output variables of the AD system were considered using Equation (6):

dX(t)
dt

= F(X(t), U(t), t) (2)

y(t) = g(X(t), t)

Assuming that the reactions were near equilibrium, Equation (2) was transformed into
Equation (3):

dX(t)
dt

= F
(
Xeq + X′(t), Ueq + U′(t), t

)
y(t) = g

(
Xeq + X′(t), t

)
(3)

In Equation (3),
(
Xeq, Ueq

)
is the equilibrium point and (X′(t), U′(t)) is the perturba-

tion. The right-hand side of Equation (3) was rewritten by ignoring the second-order and
higher-order terms after Taylor series expansion of the two variables to give Equation (4):

F
(
Xeq + X′(t), Ueq + U′(t), t

)
≈ F

(
Xeq, Ueq, t

)
+
(

X′(t) ∂
∂X(t) + U′(t) ∂

∂U(t)

)
F(X(t), U(t), t)

∣∣∣
(Xeq,Ueq,t)

(4)

y(t) = g
(
Xeq
)
+ X′(t)

∂g
∂X(t)

∣∣∣∣
(Xeq, t)

Finally, Equation (6) was obtained by substituting the equilibrium point in Equation (4)
into Equation (5):

dX(t)
dt

=
∂F

∂X(t)

∣∣∣∣
(Xeq,Ueq,t)

X(t) +
∂F

∂X(t)

∣∣∣∣
(Xeq,Ueq,t)

U(t) (5)

y(t) =
∂g

∂X(t)

∣∣∣∣
(Xeq,t)

X(t)

The substitution above gave Equation (2) in the form:

dX(t)
dt

= AqX(t) + BqU(t)

y(t) = CqX(t)

Aq =
∂F

∂X(t)

∣∣∣∣
(Xeq,Ueq,t)

=

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]
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Bq =
∂F

∂U(t)

∣∣∣∣
(Xeq,Ueq,t)

=

[
b11 b12
b21 b22

]

Cq =
∂g

∂X(t)

∣∣∣∣
(Xeq,t)

=
[

c11 c12
]
,

where a11, a12, a21, a22, b11, b12, b21, b22, c11, and c12 are all Jacobian elements:

f1(X(t), U(t), t);
dz(t)

dt
= (µ(m) − a)z(t)

(
1− z(t)

zmax

)
+ uz(t)

f2(X(t), U(t), t);
dm(t)

dt
= − 1

w
µ(m)z(t) + um(t)

g(X(t), t); Q(t) =

(
Lq1

1
w
µ(m) + Lq2a

)
vz(t)

F(X(t), U(t), t) =

[
f1(X(t), U(t), t)
f2(X(t), U(t), t)

]
(6)

X(t) therefore, represents matrices containing coefficients of the vectors of the state
variables and U(t) represents the vectors of the manipulated variables that are partial
derivative matrices for the equilibrium point of the Jacobian matrix. These parameters
provide information about the characteristics of the AD process under the relevant operat-
ing conditions.

Parameter Estimation System

A z-transformation was performed on the state–space model to give the discrete input
and output relational expressions shown in Equation (10) taking Equations (7)–(9) into
consideration. This is equivalent to performing the Laplace transformation for discrete
time but replacing the operator in the Laplace transformation with a delay operator. The
z-transformation of Equation (6) is shown in Equation (7):

q−1X(p) = AqX(t) + BqU(t)

y(p) = CqX(p), (7)

where q−1 is the delay operator.
The coefficient of the variable on the left-hand side of Equation (7) is a scalar variable,

so Equation (8) was derived from Equation(7):

X(p) =
(

q−1I−Aq

)−1(
BqU(t) + X(0)

)
y(p) = CqX(p) (8)

The initial value was therefore not considered in this study and Equation (10) was
obtained by combining the two expressions shown in Equation (8) as shown below:

y(p) = Cq

(
q−1I−Aq

)−1
BqU(t)

where: (
q−1I−Aq

)−1
=

adj(q−1I−Aq)
det(q−1I−Aq)

= 1
q−2 + (−a11− a22)q−1 + (a11a22 − a12a21)

[
q−1 − a22 a12

a12 q−1 − a11

]
A(q)y(p) = B(q)U(p)

(9)
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where:

A(q) = q−2 + (−a11 − a22)q−1 + (a11a22 − a12a21) = q−2 + a1q−1 + a2

and:
B(q) =

[
c11
(
q−1 − a22

)
+ c12a21 c11a12 + c12

(
q−1 − a11

)]
=
[
b1q−1 + b2 b3q−1 + b4

] (10)

The original parameters of the model shown in Equation (6) were changed to a1, a2
and b1, b2, b3, b4. Once the values had been estimated, biogas generation y(p) could be
predicted by inputting the bacteria and substrate concentrations in the feedstock U(k) into
Equation (10). An adaptive identifier was developed using the adaptive identification
theory to estimate the parameters from real operational data [5,29]. The adaptive identifier
shown in Figure 3 was used as the control system. Input and output data were multiplied
by the filter to produce the control signals ζ11, ζ12, ζ21, ζ22, ζ3, and ζ4 in the adaptive iden-
tifier. The control signals were multiplied by the operating parameters and then integrated,
and the linear relationship between output and the parameters with the proportionality
constant as the control signal was derived using Equation (11):

y(p) = h(q)ϕTψ(p)

ϕT = [b1, b2, b3, b4, ω+ λ− a1, ω× λ− a2]
T

ψ(p) = [ ζ11(p), ζ12(p), ζ21(p), ζ22(p), ζ3(p), ζ4(p)] (11)

The mechanism involved in the operation of the adaptive identifier is shown in
Figure 3 was verified using Equation (4):

y(p) = h(q)(b1ζ11(p) + b3ζ12(p) + b2ζ21(p) + b4ζ22(p)

+(ω+ λ− a1)ζ3(p) + (ω× λ− a2)ζ4(p))

y(p) = h(q)
(

b1
q−1

(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)
uz(p) + b3

1
(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)

uz(p)

+ b2
q−1

(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)
um(p)

+ b4
1

(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)
um(p)

+ (ω+ λ− a1)
q−1

(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)
y(p)

+ (ω× λ− a2)
1

(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)
y(p)

)
= h(q)

(
b1q−1 + b3

(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)
uz(p) +

b2q−1 + b4

(q−1 + λ)(q−1+ω)
um(p)

+ (ω + λ)q−1−a1 + (ω × λ) − a2

(q−1 + λ)(q−1 + ω)
y(p)

)

(12)

The parameters used in Equation (10) were integrated into ϕ using Equation (11). If the
matrix element values were obtained as described above, the amount of biogas generated
could be predicted using Equation (10). The difference between the measured output value
and the value calculated using the estimated parameters was defined as the output error
ε(p) and calculated using Equation (13):

ε(p) = y(p) − h(q)ϕTψ(p) (13)
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Figure 3. Adaptive identifier. U(p) is the feedstock input
(

kg
m3 h

)
, uz(p) is the bacterial input

(
kg

m3 h

)
,

um(p) is the substrate input
(

kg
m3 h

)
, y(p) is the biogas flow rate

(
m3

h

)
, yn(p) is the scaled biogas flow

rate
(

L
h

)
, ζ11, ζ12, ζ21, ζ22, ζ3, and ζ4 are control signals, a1, a2 and b1, b2, b3, b4 are parameters,

h
(
q−1) is the filter, nz is a scaling coefficient related to the bacterial output, nm is a scaling coefficient

related to the substrate output, λ and ω are control system design constants, ŷn(p) is the predicted

scaled biogas flow rate
(

kg
m3 h

)
, ε(p) is the error

(
m3

h

)
, KAI is the coefficient for the least-squares

method, and ϕ̂ is an estimated parameter.

The recursive least-squares algorithm was applied to Equation (13) with m datasets
representing inputs and outputs assuming that the estimated parameters with minimized
errors were valid. The least-squares estimates of the parameters were obtained using
Equation (14): where:

Ym = [y(1) y(2) · · · y(m)]T

and:
ψm = [ψ(1) ψ(2) · · · ψ(m)]T (14)

The parameters b1, b2, b3, b4, a1 and a2 were determined using the recursive least-
squares algorithm, then the roots and coefficients of Equation (10) for the system were
estimated using the stepwise function shown in Equation (15):

y(t)

=



(
Kz1 e(α(t−τ)) + Kz2 e(β(t−τ)

)
uz +

(
Km1 e(α(t−τ)) + Km2 e(β(t−τ))

)
um, if a2

1 − 4a2 > 0(
(Kz1 +Kz2)e(α(t−τ))

)
uz +

(
(Km1 +Km2)e(α(t−τ))

)
um, if a2

1 − 4a2 = 0,(
Kz1 e(−α(t−τ)) cos(ω(t− τ)) + Kz2 e(−β(t−τ)) sin(ω(t− τ))

)
uz + · · ·(

Km1 e(−α(t−τ)) cos(ω(t− τ)) + Km2 e(−β(t−τ)) sin(ω(t− τ))
)

um, if a2
1 − 4a2 < 0

(15)
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For Equation (16), if the discriminant function is a2
1 − 4a2 > 0, the α, β, Kz1, and Kz2

values can be calculated using the following equations:

α =

(
−a1+
√

a2
1−4a2

2

)
; β =

(
−a1−
√

a2
1−4a2

2

)
; Kz1 =

(
b1α+b2
α−β

)
;

Kz2 =
(

b1β+b2
β−α

)
; Km1 =

(
b3α+b4
α−β

)
and Km2 =

(
b3β+b4
β−α

)
and if the discriminant function is a2

1 − 4a2 < 0, the α, ω, Kz1, and Kz2 values can be
calculated using the equations:

α =
a1

2
; ω =

√
−a2

1
4

+ a2 ; Kz1 = b1 ; Kz2 = b2 ; Km1 = b3 and Km2 =
−αb3 + b4

α

where τ is a time constant, α, β are the roots of the function and Kz1, Kz2, Km1, and Km2
are coefficients related to the bacteria and substrate concentrations.

Therefore, the bacterial and substrate solutions for the AD system were deduced, from
Equation (15), to be Equations (16) and (17), respectively:

yz−model =
(

Kz1e(α(t−τ)) + Kz2e(β(t−τ)
)

uz (16)

ym−model =
(

Km1e(α(t−τ)) + Km2e(β(t−τ))
)

um (17)

In Equations (16) and (17), yz−model and ym−model are the amounts of biogas generated
calculated from the bacterial and substrate concentrations, respectively.

The goodness-of-fit index (GFI) shown in Equation (18) [5] was used to quantify the
accuracy of the model predictions using the estimated parameters:

GFI [%] = 100
(

1− y(p)− ŷ(p)
y(p)−mean(y)

)
(18)

The adaptive identifier included a switch relating to substrate inputs because the AD
process had two inputs and one output. This allowed all the parameters to be estimated
with or without substrate input data. The filter h

(
q−1), scaling coefficients nz and nm, and

control system design constants λ and ω were tuned to give the desired estimates.

3. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the tuning constants of the adaptive identifier, h
(
q−1) is the filter, nz

and nm are scaling coefficients related to the bacteria and substrate outputs, respectively, λ
and ω are control system design constants.

Table 1. Tuned constants for the adaptive identifier.

h(q−1) nz nm λ ω

1 0.0025 0.0004 0.35 0.25

3.1. Simulation Data

The substrate concentration was determined from the loss of mass when the feedstock
was heated to 105 ◦C for 24 h and then to 600 ◦C for 3 h. The data used in the simulation
were experimental data collected in the laboratory in 2018 (Figure 4). Bacterial input at 0 h
was defined as the amount of substrate in the digestate at the beginning of the process [30].
Feedstock input was determined at 0, 52, and 104 h. Data for 3 d (i.e., 72 h) from 30
September 2018, when no feedstock was added, and for 7 d (i.e., 168 h) from 7 October 2018,
when feedstock was added, were used to estimate the parameters when developing the
model. Data for 7 d (i.e., 168 h) from 21 October 2018 were used to validate the model. The
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organic loading rates for the model construction period and the model validation period
were different at 1.47 and 1.24 (kg volatile solid)/(m3 digester/day), respectively.

Figure 4. Experimental data used to construct the model and perform a simulation for the feedstocks
(A) and for biogas Production rate (B).
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3.2. Adaptive Identifier System

The tuning constants for the control system when the adaptive identifier was used
to generate the control signals (which are shown in Figure 5) are shown in Table 1. The
bacterial and substrate inputs appeared as several pulse–wave signals because the AD flow
used a semi-continuous system. As shown in Figure 4, the pulse–wave input signals were
converted into a control signal that changed continually according to the input.

Figure 5. Control signals related to bacteria and substrate inputs (A) and outputs (B). ζi is the control
signal, and the numbers in the figure legends are the subscript i values for the control signals.
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3.3. Parameter Estimation of Bacteria and Substrate Input

The parameters estimated using data collected when the feedstock had not been added
are shown in Figure 6. The estimated parameters were very variable at first but slowly
stabilized as the acquired data increased and became stable at ~20 h [5]. This indicated that
data needed to be collected for at least 20 h to estimate the parameters related to bacterial
input. The parameters estimated from data collected when the feedstock had been added
(i.e., for identification of adaptation caused by “turning on the switch” by adding substrate)
are shown in Figure 7. The parameter estimates varied greatly at the beginning of the
experiment but became stable at 140 h. Therefore, data needed to be collected for at least
140 h to estimate the parameters related to substrate input. This was slightly different from
the time found by [5] after assessing the composition of the substrates in a bioreactor.

Figure 6. Estimated parameters related to bacterial input for the output side (A) and the input side
(B) of Equation (10). The numbers in the legend are the subscript i values. ai is a parameter on the
output side of Equation (10), and bi is a parameter on the input side of Equation (10).
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Figure 7. Estimated parameters relating to substrate input for the output side (A) d the input side
(B) of Equation (10). The numbers in the figure legend are the subscript i values. ai is a parameter on
the output side of Equation (10) and bi is a parameter on the input side of Equation (10).

3.4. Biogas Prediction Model

Biogas predictions made using a model constructed with the estimated parameters
for the bacteria and substrate are shown in Figures 8 and 9 using models (I) and (II)
for cumulative biogas generation. The bacteria and substrate models did not effectively
predict the amount of biogas inside the bioreactor because of the disturbance caused by
agitation (stirring) and inhibition likely to slow down degradation of the substrate while
the cumulative biogas generation by the models revealed high prediction accuracy.
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Figure 8. Data used to construct the model related to bacterial models (A,B) for cumulative biogas
generation determined using Equation (16).
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Figure 9. Data used to construct the model related to substrate models (A,B) for cumulative biogas
generation determined using Equation (17).
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The results of the validation tests performed using different data from the data used to
construct the model are shown in Figure 10. These were carried out to confirm the accuracy
of the prediction model. The initial bacteria concentrations for the period in which the data
used to construct the model were acquired (30 September 2018 to 7 October 2018) and for
the period in which the data used to validate the model were acquired (14–21 October 2018)
were different. The initial bacteria concentration for 30 September 2018 to 7 October 2018
was 28 kg/m3 and the initial bacteria concentration for 14–21 October 2018 was 25 kg/m3.
The amount of biogas generated that was predicted using the validation data had a low
GFI (−81.91%) because degassing (caused by agitation) and heating strongly affected the
hourly data. Cumulative biogas generation data are shown in Figure 10. This indicated
that the predictions were good.

Figure 10. Amount of biogas generated by anaerobic digestion predicted using models (A) and
Cumulative (B) from data acquired from 14–21 October 2018 using Equation (15).
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The GFI for the data set was 97.45%. The simulation results acquired using
Equation (12) are shown in Figure 11. The model correctly reproduced the dynamics
of the system for the test periods, although there was some variability. At the beginning of
the test period the amount of biogas generated was underestimated by the model because of
destabilization, but the amount of biogas generated stabilized over time and the predictions
became good. The GFI for the cumulative amount of biogas generated per day is shown
in Figure 12. The predicted amount was >80% of the actual amount even at the lowest
value except on day 4 of period 3, which started on 14 October 2018. This indicated that
the parameter estimation system and model developed in this study gave very accurate
predictions for periods of 1 d or more. The parameter estimation system and model could
therefore be used to predict biogas generation during AD under various operating condi-
tions. For a real plant it would, however, be necessary to continually consider variations
in operating conditions such as the feedstock composition. This could be overcome by
introducing an oblivion factor to limit input data for the parameter estimation system to, for
example, only the last 72 h. Estimated parameters would therefore be adaptively controlled
in response to changes in the operating conditions to allow the amount of biogas produced
to be predicted accurately.

Figure 11. Experimental data and data predicted using Equation (12) plotted against time.
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Figure 12. Goodness-of-fit values for the cumulative amount of biogas generated for each day in a
7 day period from 21 October 2018.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to develop an adaptive identifier system of the anaerobic
digestion process for sustainable biogas production to allow renewable energy supplies to
be stabilized. A model and parameter estimation system were established for AD processes
with various operating conditions. The adaptive identifier control system automatically
estimated parameters from input and output data. Using the adaptive identifier indicated
that data for at least 20 and 140 h were required to estimate stable parameters related to
bacterial and substrate inputs, respectively. The model and estimated parameters made
accurate predictions of biogas production. Future work should be focused on constructing
sustainable biogas production systems integrating predictive model biogas generation
control. Such systems would allow renewable energy to be stabilized.
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